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The fascinating debut of a snappy, spirited, and impossible to resist secret sequence from loved
and bestselling writer Linda Greenlaw In her bestselling nonfiction publication All Fishermen Are
Liars, Linda Greenlaw confessed a wish to write fiction--and readers answered with an
enthusiastic "Please do!" At Slipknot (Jane Bunker Mystery #1) last, she Slipknot (Jane Bunker
Mystery #1) satisfies their starvation with this sharp-witted, compulsively readable mystery, the
1st in a chain that includes marine investigator Jane Bunker. whilst Jane strikes again to the
sleepy Maine fishing group the place she used to be born, it really is to flee the seamy crime
scenes and unsavory characters that crossed her course in Miami. absolutely no matter what
crimes are dedicated in touristy, idyllic eco-friendly Haven will not contain something as nasty as
what she observed in Florida. it is a bit of a shock, then, whilst Nick Dow, town drunk, turns up
Slipknot (Jane Bunker Mystery #1) dead, and it isn't the straightforward coincidence that
everybody assumes it to be. Jane quickly discovers that Dow wasn't even a drunk--it used to be
all an act. yet why? And what does it need to do with a heated city corridor assembly
approximately fishing rights and paternity suits? The extra Jane digs, the extra harassed she
gets. in basic terms issues are certain: not anything is what it seems; and the full city is in every
one other's business. yet it isn't till Jane swiftly hops on a ship with the killer--a boat that
unexpectedly heads out to sea--that issues turn into downright risky . . . As she proved within
the Hungry Ocean, not anyone is aware the ocean like Linda Greenlaw. And as she proved
within the Lobster Chronicles, not anyone has a greater manner with the telling information of
Maine village life. This new secret sequence positive aspects every little thing readers want: a
good setting, fabulous characters, an genuine and unique detective--and a narrative that would
maintain them at the fringe of their seats.
explanation why i began examining this publication used to be simply because I loved horror
and detective styled stories. while I first all started examining I felt bored similar to at the start of
the other publication i've got learn before. However, this time i used to be a bit patient, and as i
used to be attaining the center of the book, i could not cease studying and spent thrice much
less time to complete the publication than it took me to learn the 1st half. during this e-book
writer created a personality that she may perhaps use to painting comparable occasions that
happened in her own life. the most personality named Jane Bunker moved to Maine from
Florida, leaving her high-paying activity at the back of for the sake of dwelling the existence
within the coasts of her domestic state. whilst she moved to a small city known as eco-friendly
Haven she discovered a role as a marine coverage investigator nearly two times much Slipknot
(Jane Bunker Mystery #1) less wage than she used to get. by means of coming right here she
desired to see the place her ancestors and fogeys used to dwell and stopover at the home she
grew up in. eco-friendly Haven welcomed her with a truly strange incident that did not occur in
nearly 10 years. A useless physique Slipknot (Jane Bunker Mystery #1) used to be came across
at the shore. up to she desired to be aware of her present activity she could not retain herself
from doing her previous job. Coming from Florida as a big-city murder investigator she started
working in this case all via herself. one other attention-grabbing truth approximately eco-friendly
Haven used to be that legislation used to be virtually non-existent here, and situations like this

might by no means get investigated. Nick Dow was once the main creepy and mysterious guy
within the city. His activity used to be to have his personal having a bet corporation the place
Slipknot (Jane Bunker Mystery #1) he might wager with various humans on crimson sox games.
He continuously regarded inebriated even supposing he by no means took a sip of alcohol. and
many humans used to owe him loads of money. specially the individual with quantity 34. in this
one month she lived within Slipknot (Jane Bunker Mystery #1) the city she met many folks with
varied personalities. and everybody new one another in Slipknot (Jane Bunker Mystery #1) a
few way, it have been close-knit community. Which used to be making it even tougher to
discover the murderer. Her falling in love with a guy named Lincoln Aldridge, which made Jane
towards the murderer. Slipknot (Jane Bunker Mystery #1) in the course of her research she
used to be attacked two times and rarely bought saved. essentially a person did not want her to
enquire this case. Why now not the assassin itself? Lincoln had a brother virtually his age
referred to as George. He was once a quiet guy and did not seem like a assassin at all. yet this
passionate crimson sox fan being coded as his favourite player's quantity (Ortiz 34) in Nick
Dow's laptop inspiration he may escape from paying the debt through killing Nick Dow. His older
brother stopped George whilst he tried 3rd time to kill Jane. It took loads of attempt Slipknot
(Jane Bunker Mystery #1) for Jane to place all he clues jointly and it certainly was once
fascinating to read. She went via many hardships in this time, having spent days in a sea
hurricane with Lincoln and George. even if the writer wrote this booklet in a truly descriptive
way, it was once on purpose, and it was once resulting in whatever very unexpected. It felt like
a non-fiction story, with a lot actual international precision. the best way the e-book constructed
was once more than enough Slipknot (Jane Bunker Mystery #1) to maintain the reader curious
until eventually the very end.
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